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PRAISE GOD:
PASTOR DOUG JANSSON is off the vent and is slowly improving.
Continue to pray for more healing miracles as he still in the hospital and
has a long road of recovery ahead of him.
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SYMPATHY TO:
The FAMILY of Pete Benson who recently passed away due to a heart
attack.
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PRAY FOR:
PROTECTION for our country against COVID-19 and that God himself
would arrest the progress of the virus, relieving human suffering and
economic disruption. For wise decisions by our government officials.
Also, that the neediness caused by this pandemic would open hearts
and minds to the Gospel.
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HEALING of the racial divisions in our nation, and that the Christian
Church in the United States would, through the Gospel, be a model of
true unity and harmony.
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A l l E S S E N T I A L W O R K E R S , F I R S T R E S P O N D E R S , L AW
ENFORCEMENT and those serving in the MILITARY. Especially pray for
DAVID COSTA, CONNOR DELANEY, ZACHARY DIMAIO, MATTHEW
FERRANTE, KYLE FLANICK, DEVIN HUGHES, ANTHONY IRENZE,
GABRIELA KEEFE, MELEIK LEWISHALS, JONATHAN LINDBLOM,
MICHAEL LOCONSOLO, MAX MILLER, BRITTANY PARROTT and
ZACHARY & LEXI SMITH.
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All our MISSIONARIES as they are on the front lines of the COVID-19
pandemic. God’s ambassadors, as those who already have embedded
themselves among the spiritually and often physically needy, have seen
those they are ministering to become even more desperate. They are
not giving up. Let’s continue to uphold them with our prayers, with
notes of encouragement, with our sacrificial gifts.
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Karen Law’s MOM who may need to be put on a ventilator due to very
low oxygen levels.
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Cristen Ryan’s dad, ART HEATH, who is struggling physically and
emotionally. Pray for renewed strength, healing and comfort.
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Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened,
and I will give you rest. Matthew 11:28
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